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Photo: The energy crisis is intensifying pressure on Europe’s forests. Photo by Conall, FLICKR

Introduction
When Russia launched its assault on Ukraine at dawn on February 24, the prospect of a winter
energy crisis in the European Union was among the mass of seen and unseen consequences.
In the following weeks, the EU – which in 2021 imported 45 per cent of its gas from Russia scrambled to find alternative energy sources. The European Commission published a plan to end
the EU’s dependency on Russian fossil fuels and “drastically accelerate” its clean energy transition,
while warning the public that they might have to turn down their heating in the coming winter.
Winter - delayed by an abnormally warm and long Indian summer - is almost here.
Amid fears of power cuts and blackouts, curtailing soaring household energy bills remains the most
pressing topic of negotiation among EU Member States – as many Europeans will likely face the
stark prospect of having to choose whether to heat or eat, at the expense of their health.
It’s no surprise then, that there’s been a surge in demand for firewood across Europe, as people turn
to a source of warmth older than homo sapiens.
Consequently, some European governments are loosening forest protection rules to make it easier
for people to access wood, even though trying to burn green wood before it’s dried for at least a
year and a half is particularly damaging for people’s health.
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Besieged forests
The upshot is that the pressure on Europe’s
already besieged forests is intensifying, and some
of the damage that European forests and people
will endure this winter seems certain.
Europeans are set to burn much larger amounts
of wood this winter than usual, at the expense
of forests, their health and the climate, because
wood burning remains the cheapest source of
heat and living in cold houses is also a major
health risk.
Yet, despite the war in Ukraine, none of this was
inevitable.

Like someone who turns their central heating up
full blast in the middle of a snowstorm, but leaves
all their doors and windows open, EU Member
States are pumping billions of euros of taxpayers’
money every year into burning biomass, under
the guise that it is ‘renewable’ energy. Most of the
growth in woody biomass use the past decade
has been driven by the energy sector (heat and
electricity).
The biomass sector – which has grown rich on
these subsidies in recent years courtesy of the
EU’s Renewable Energy Directive (RED) - is trying
to keep its incentives rolling by invoking the
threat to Europe’s energy security, just as the RED
is being revised.

The reason desperate people are turning to
wood for warmth, is that public and private
authorities in Europe have failed to insulate
homes and buildings sufficiently or move to
This is despite the overwhelming evidence of the
damage that industrial-scale burning of wood
cleaner energy sources, either fast enough or at
for energy has been causing to forests and the
the necessary scale. Despite the fact that climate
and right-to-energy campaigners have been
climate, and the enormous profits that energy
producing companies are generating in the
calling for change for decades, 75% of the EU’s
current energy prices crisis.
building stock is deemed inefficient, leading to
an estimated annual public
‘‘Like someone who
health burden of more than
This wasteful absurdity
turns their central
must end, and the financial
€140 billion.
heating up full blast
support given to promoting
in the middle of a
energy from woody biomass
But while people resorting
snowstorm, but leaves
be redirected to helping EU
to firewood to warm cold
citizens pay their energy bills;
homes in war times is largely
all their doors and
unavoidable, the current
to proper insulation for homes
windows open, EU
and other buildings; to cleaner
destruction of forests for
Member States are
short-term profits could easily
renewable energy sources,
pumping billions of
be avoided. As Lina Burnelius,
such as solar and geothermal;
euros of taxpayers’
and to forest management
International Coordinator at
money every year into
Protect the Forest Sweden says
systems such as close to nature
burning biomass, under
forestry, which will help the
on page 8: today’s energy crisis
the guise that it is
is a symptom of an ongoing
sector adapt to – and fight –
‘renewable’ energy.’’
sustainability crisis, driven by
climate change.
political and economic systems
Only then can we release the stranglehold that
always seeking to extract and
fossil fuels – as well as burning wood on industrial
burn.
scale – has on us.
A glaring example is how some EU Member
States continue to cleave to the ill-fated policy
of incentivising the burning biomass on an
industrial scale.
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Age-old means of survival
Discovering how to make fire by burning wood
was critical to human evolution. Across Europe
people are returning to this pre-industrial
means of survival to get them through the

winter - like in the “Middle Ages” scoffs Russian
President Vladimir Putin. Some have even
fallen victim to online crooks pretending to sell
wood pellets but who just took their money.

Snapshot of a continent rushing to wood for warmth
In Germany, firewood and wood pellet prices
have almost doubled in a year, and Google
searches for “brennholz” (firewood) have
rocketed.
In Austria, wood pellet prices have nearly
tripled in 18 months. This has led the country’s
anti-trust authorities to suspect price fixing and
they have sent legal officers to search pellet
companies and the industry’s professional
association, ProPellets, whose director
Christian Rakos also chairs the World Bioenergy
Association.
In France wood pellet prices have also almost
doubled, and there are signs of panic buying.

The Romanian government is providing
citizens with vouchers to subsidise buying
firewood, and capped firewood prices for six
months to shield the estimated third of its
population who rely on it for heating: a move
which would likely see a big increase in illegal
logging, according to analysis by WWF.
Hungary has banned pellet exports, and
waived forest conservation rules to allow
increased logging, as well as clear-cutting in
old-growth forests. The government has also
introduced a regulated price for firewood. (See
interview with Zoltan Kun, page 08)

In Bulgaria, firewood prices have surged, and
the government has banned wood exports
in order to reserve it for its own population
– more than a quarter of whom were unable
to properly heat their homes even before the
current crisis.

The Latvian government has authorised
the felling of younger trees for commercial
purposes, boosting availability for woody
biomass producers. Consequently, the
state-run forestry company is expected to
harvest an extra one million cubic metres of
raw materials, with the private sector expected
to harvest similar additional volumes.

In Ireland, people are stockpiling firewood,
and some retailers have imposed quotas on
pallets of stove-ready cut hardwood logs.

In Slovakia illegal logging and stealing wood
has dramatically increased as demand and
prices for the commodity rise.

In the UK there is an unprecedented growth in
demand for briquettes logs, and other biomass
products.

Lithuania has adopted a resolution enabling
companies to increase the amount of raw
wood they can buy, and the country’s
environment agency told the state forest
company to accelerate harvesting to boost the
country’s bioenergy supply.

The leader of Poland’s ruling Law and Justice
party, Jarosław Kaczyński, told people to “burn
almost everything” to stay warm. The country’s
government and state forest agency have
relaxed guidelines to make it easier for the
public to collect firewood.

The same story – of wood replacing gas as the
energy crisis deepens – is also playing out in
Belgium, where demand for fireplaces and
wood stoves has risen enormously.
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Photo: Europeans are turning to firewood to get them through the winter. Photo byJulija Ogrodowski, SHUTTERSTOCK

The real price of firewood’s soaring value will be
paid in peoples’ health, as well as in the health
of Europe’s forests.
Wood burning is Europe’s biggest source of
fine particulate pollution, which already kills
more than 1,000 people in the EU every day.
Even the most modern wood burners can
triple the level of toxic fine particles pollution
inside homes. A study last year also found that
in urban areas wood-burning stoves could be
responsible for almost half of people’s exposure
to cancer-causing chemicals found in air
pollution particles. With the energy crisis, many
EU citizens have acquired new wood burning
appliances, which typically last for a long time
and risk locking in additional pollution for many
years.
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But as people sink deeper into energy poverty,
they find themselves on the horns of an
impossible dilemma because living in a cold
home is also a well-known health hazard.
A 2015 study compiling data from across Europe
showed that “a 1°C decrease in temperature
was associated with a 1.35% increase in the
daily number of total natural deaths. The study’s
introduction noted that “cold temperatures
also result in significant morbidity including
respiratory tract infections, mental health
problems and exacerbations of existing
musculoskeletal, cardiovascular and respiratory
diseases. Reduced infant weight gain, delayed
development and reduced educational
attainment have been associated with cold
conditions.”
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A License to Burn
But for some, this winter’s energy crisis has been
an opportunity to promote a policy which is
causing enormous damage to forests and the
climate.

incentives for energy from primary woody
biomass - although their definition of primary
woody biomass contained many loopholes. The
proposal is now on the EU negotiation table.

Since 2009, the EU’s renewable energy policy
has allowed Member States to subsidise burning
forests for energy on an industrial scale, under
the false promise of cutting emissions.

Those trying to end the subsidies however, are
facing fierce resistance from those with the
most to lose.

In 2018, Member States collectively paid €10.3
billion to energy companies to buy and burn
wood for energy production, while these same
companies saved about €12 billion in 2019
thanks to not having to buy carbon credits on
the EU’s carbon market for their considerable
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. These very
large incentives have added considerable
pressure to log forests more, and caused a huge
increase in greenhouse gas emissions from the
biomass sector. Wood burning still represents
about 40 per cent of the energy labelled as
“renewable” by the EU.
However, the scientific case for incentivising the
destruction of irreplaceable forest ecosystems
in the name of clean energy is thoroughly
discredited. It is a policy which is wreaking
havoc in Europe’s ancient forests, as well as
abroad, worsening the climate and biodiversity
crises, causing enormous additional CO2
emissions and air pollution, and reducing
forests’ ability to capture and store carbon.
To put it in simple terms, companies are burning
forests in a worsening climate crisis, and EU
taxpayers are paying them to do it.
A recent investor’s analysis into the biomass
business called this situation “a product of
deranged European climate subsidies which
incentivize the destruction of American forests
[for wood pellets imported by EU energy
companies] so that European power companies
can check a bureaucratic box”.
The RED trilogues – the final negotiations
between the Parliament, the Commission and
the Council of the EU before the legislation’s
revision is adopted – have now started and
offer EU lawmakers the opportunity to fix this
senseless situation. In September, the European
Parliament proposed ending direct and indirect

In the wake of Russia’s attack on Ukraine,
bioenergy lobbyists called on the EU to
“stop hesitating on bioenergy’s concrete
contribution” to energy security. More than 500
companies involved in the bioenergy industry
wrote to the European
Commission President
‘‘To put it in simple terms,
Ursula von der Leyen
companies are burning
stressing the importance
forests in a worsening
of bioenergy for jobs,
climate crisis, and EU
energy security and
taxpayers are paying
in achieving net-zero
them to do it.’’
targets.
Sweden’s forest industry urged “everyone to
be clear” that “forest-based bioenergy plays
a significant role in securing energy security
in a troubled world”, while the country’s
government and those of other Nordic and
Central European countries whose economies
are heavily reliant on the forest sector,
are pushing hard to keep wood burning
incentives. But those who claim that the EU
is planning on banning biomass burning are
just scaremongering in the hope of keeping
public money flowing: the RED only deals with
market incentives and as such it cannot “ban”
anyone from burning anything. With current
energy prices, energy companies do not need
incentives to generate profits - itself a very
concerning situation.
For the past 15 years, the heat and power
sector, which benefits from RED incentives,
has largely driven the growth in wood burning
(see graph below). Public electricity and heat is
now more or less equal to wood burning in the
residential sector, which does not benefit from
RED incentives (except in some countries for
the purchase of wood burning appliances). The
traditional, residential use of wood burning
had grown a little over the past 30 years and
recently dipped… but that was before the
energy crisis struck this winter.
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Figure 1: CO2 emissions from biomass combustion in European Union (27)

Peters_Glen • Data: UNFCCC CRF

In 2020, subsidies for biomass (including
agricultural biomass) were worth about
€16 billion. In comparison, €27 billion went
to solar, €19 to wind, €15 billion to hydro

and other renewables, and €41 billion to
fossil fuels. But this hides large national
discrepancies (see tables below - Source:
Enerdata, Trinomics):

Figure 2: Renewable Energy Services (RES) subsidies by technology (2015-202; €2020 billion)

Source: Authors’ elaboration based on data from Enerdata, Trinomics and country experts
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Figure 3: Share of Renewable Energy Services (RES) subsidies by technology by Member State
(2019; €2020 billion)

Source: Authors’ elaboration based on data from Enerdata, Trinomics and country experts

Photo: The EU has incentivised the destruction of irreplaceable forest ecosystems in the name of clean energy, SHUTTERSTOCK
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Lina Burnelius, Project leader and International Coordinator at Protect the Forest Sweden.
“You can’t clear-cut the last remaining natural
forests and at the same time expect - or claim
- that you are halting the climate collapse.
But that’s what Sweden’s industrial forestry
model does. Natural forests are systematically
converted to climate- and environmentally
harmful monoculture tree-plantations. As a
result of its operations, the forest industry is
Sweden’s biggest CO2 emitter. The Swedish
forest industry alone emits more C02 than all
of Sweden’s terrestrial emissions’ sources emit
combined.
In Sweden we burn so much forest
biomass via district heating
to heat our homes that we
need to import wood.
Forty per cent of the
so-called renewable
energy in Sweden is
from the burning of
forest biomass. This is
predominantly burned
via district heating or
as black liquor when the
forest industry produces
short-lived paper products.
While families have enormous
electricity bills, environmentally and
climate damaging forest- and biomass
industries are being heavily subsidised and
paying virtually nothing. The electricity tax
rebate the forest industries get for 2-3 years is
enough to protect the entire internationally
unique mountainous natural forest chain in
the northern part of Sweden. We’ve never
asked anyone to stop residential heating
and burning overnight. We have however
said that all nations need to stop subsidising
large-scale biomass burning and that its
emissions must be counted towards their
climate targets.
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Today’s European energy crisis is a symptom
of an ongoing sustainability crisis. We as a
society still rely on companies and industries
- and an economic and political system - that
always expands, always extracts, and always
burns. This is fundamentally unfair, unhealthy
and unsustainable. We have a must-need
both societal- and energy transformation
ahead of us. In the meantime, more European
citizens might need to burn wood in order
to heat their homes this winter, that is simply
the situation we are in. And again, to a large
extent, a result of the same prevailing and for
a long time, short-sighted energy policies.
Forest biomass does not belong in the
Renewable Energy Directive (RED).
Simply because forest ecosystems are not
renewable by man, nature creates and
recreates forest, while trees are ‘renewed’ too
late. And make no mistake we do not lose
trees as a result of the RED we lose whole
forest ecosystems. In other words: the pattern
repeats itself, politicians favour - and subsidize
- expansion, extraction, and burning. This
needs to change. We need a transformation
and we need policies that make it happen.”
‘‘ While families
have enormous
electricity bills,
environmentally and
climate damaging
forest- and biomass
industries are being
heavily subsidised
and paying virtually
nothing.’’
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Zoltan Kun, Wilderness Advocate, Head of Conservation, Wild Europe, Hungary.
“Most people are really worried about the winter,
especially as we used to have a system that
subsidised gas and electricity use for households,
as well as municipalities and companies, but
when the energy crisis started, the government
announced it would be cut back.
At the same time, they published a decree
loosening logging laws to allow clear cutting in
protected and private forests, including Natura
2000 sites, to ease people’s access to firewood
as a potential replacement for gas heating. The
terrible consequences were clear for Hungary’s
forest biodiversity and our chances of meeting our
climate targets.
There was a huge public outcry.
People protested outside
Parliament. More than
100,000 people
signed an online
petition, and the
Hungarian Green
Party submitted
an appeal to the
Constitutional
Court, saying
that allowing
cutting in protected
areas is against
our Constitution.

Consequently, the government stepped back and
said they would not allow clear cutting in Natura
2000 sites if they are publicly owned. But in private
forests, it’s still possible.
Nevertheless the increased pressure on forests is
clear. The number of permissions asked for clear
cutting in protected areas has increased, demand
for wood stoves has reportedly risen, and it’s very
visible just biking around my district that people
are starting to buy more wood.
Roughly two million cubic meters of wood is
removed from Hungarian forests annually without
permission. That means that the annual wood
removal is roughly 25 per cent more than the
officially reported data.
The energy crisis will hit the poorest hardest here,
because they don’t have the money to make their
homes energy efficient. Hungary has the highest
energy price in the EU per relative household
income, and the fair way of supporting families
would be to provide support based on the
household income. It should be focused mainly
on improving homes’ energy efficiency and using
heat pumps to heat homes, which could be done
easily. Obviously, these are the long term solutions,
and Hungary has already wasted the last 10 to
15 years when it should have been making the
transition to truly clean energy .”

Siim Kuresoo, Vice-Chairman of the Executive Committee for the Estonian Fund for
		

Nature, responsible for forest and climate programs.

“Many Estonians depend on wood-burning stoves
for warmth, but people are struggling to heat
their homes because it’s so expensive. The cost of
energy-quality timber here has doubled since last
year and wood prices have reached record levels.
The energy crisis is causing a lot of tension
in society. With elections next March, some
politicians are trying to increase anxiety over
energy prices - but the anxiety is already there.
There are signs many industries won’t survive this
crisis: some factories are already shutting.
The wood industry has called for a temporary
increase in logging, but the government has
resisted it so far. Perhaps some of the industry’s
concerns are sincere as there’s a lot of uncertainty.
But with every crisis we've faced before, the forest
industry has issued urgent letters asking for more
logging, so it's difficult to tell whether this is
opportunism or whether there’s real concern for
people's well-being over the winter.

Estonia is a big biomass exporter, as well as a
big domestic user. But now they’re looking into
policies to prioritise domestic use over exports,
which have risen very sharply. Domestically we
rely heavily on burning wood, especially the
heating sector, but also for power generation. This
is a very tricky question, particularly when it comes
to the management and the sales of
timber from the state forests,
which are almost a million
hectares.
In Estonia, forests
have been so heavily
managed in recent
years that they’ve
gone from being
a carbon sink to an
emissions source, so
we as an organisation
have been calling for
logging to decline.”
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Marco Grippa is Energy and Climate Programme Manager at ECOS, Environmental
		

Coalition on Standards.

“To fight climate change, we must urgently
transition to renewable heating: a point which
is underlined by the unfolding energy crisis in
Europe this winter.

Policies affecting wood-burning and air
quality must be well-aligned to realise the
EU's climate objectives, as a recent ECOS
briefing outlined.

We have to reduce heating demand by
insulating our homes better, and significantly
improving the efficiency of the appliances we
use.

EU ecodesign and energy labelling policies
already help minimise solid fuel heating’s
environmental impact. There will be a vital
chance to improve them when the European
Commission reviews legislation for solid fuel
local space heaters and solid fuel boilers.

The International Energy Agency
has issued a stark warning:
no fossil fuel heating
appliances should
be sold after 2025
in order to reach
net-zero emissions
by 2050. So we
must move away
from fossil fuel
boilers, electrify
the heating sector,
and decarbonise the
energy grid.
It is clear for most that
the path towards heating
decarbonisation is paved with highly efficient
electric heat pumps and solar energies.
Emissions from domestic heating are
under-regulated in the EU despite their
impacts on air quality and health, especially
when compared to other pollution sources
such as car traffic.
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Reinforced ecodesign and energy labelling
regulations, via tightening emission limits
and energy efficiency requirements, can
significantly reduce air pollution and climate
impacts caused by residential biomass
heating.
Ambitious ecodesign requirements must give
incentives for companies to develop cleaner
appliances (some stoves and boilers already
overperform the current requirements). Rules
must tackle aspects related to both pollutant
emissions and energy efficiency. The scope
of the regulations should be broadened as to
include all impactful appliances.
Through phasing out inefficient and polluting
appliances, making sure that biomass-based
heating systems emit the least amount of
pollutants and avoiding primary wood usage,
the energy crisis could unburden consumers
without further worsening our biodiversity
and forest capacity.”
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Photo: German NGO Robin Wood projects messages onto the Tiefstack plant in Hamburg, Robin Wood.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Redirect the billions of euros in market incentives that the biomass industry receives every year:
- In the short term, towards helping EU citizens afford their energy bills and achieving European
solidarity to keep collective access to energy.
- In the medium term, towards saving energy, through insulating homes and other buildings,
starting with unsafe and inefficient housing. EU incentives and funds should accelerate deep
renovations, low-income households should be prioritised, and stronger obligations placed
on landlords, with greater protection given to tenants against being evicted in the name of
renovations.
- In the medium to long term, towards promoting cleaner sources of renewable energy, in particular
to produce heat, such as geothermal, solar thermal, or decarbonised electricity.
- In the long term, towards close to nature forest management, helping the forest sector to adapt
to climate change and to deliver higher quality wood products that store carbon longer than the
current focus on short-lived products like bioenergy and pulp and paper.
To support forests and people in this time of crisis we need more resilient forests and more
resilient buildings.
To achieve this EU investments must prepare for the future, not just the next quarter.
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Photo by Alex Yuzhakov, SHUTTERSTOCK

Fern is a non-governmental organisation
(NGO) created in 1995 with the aim of
ensuring European policies and actions
support forests and people. Our work
centres on forests and forest peoples’
rights and the issues that affect them such
as aid, consumption, trade, investment
and climate change. All of our work is
done in close collaboration with social and
environmental organisations and movements across the world.

www.fern.org

‘‘For some, this winter’s
energy crisis has been an
opportunity to promote
a policy which is causing
enormous damage to forests
and the climate.’’
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